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Falconridge
In Jennifer Wildes spine-tingling Gothic
romance, a young woman is plunged into a
treacherous world of secrets, lies, and
murder when she moves into a mysterious
mansion by the sea When Lauren Moore is
left penniless by the death of her mother,
the invitation to live with distant relatives
in Cornwall seems like the answer to her
prayers. But Falconridge, perched on the
edge of a steep cliff, waves crashing onto
the rocks below, is a place of shadowed
halls and locked doors. Why does the
housekeeper warn Lauren to leave and
never come back? What secrets does the
house hold? Most intriguing of all is
Norman Wade, Laurens cousin by marriage
and heir to the brooding ancestral mansion.
The devilishly handsome playboy warns
her of the perils that could befall her at his
home. More determined than ever to stay
and unlock Falconridges mystery, Lauren
begins to suspect that the greatest danger
comes from the seductive Wade himself.
Then tragedy strikesand no one is safe.
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